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Abstract: 

Dynamic Map Reduce is a current computing standard for data 

processing that overcomes the problem of un-improved resource 

allocation in pseudo distributed environment. Map Task or 

Reduce Task uses detection Algorithms to identify the resources 

which is not utilized and uses that particular resource in 

efficiency by shifting resources with different clusters. We have 

three major steps to implement Dynamic Map Reduce.          

Self-motive Slot Allocation it is used to overcome the slot 

allocation restraint using Decision Tree Approach. Execution 

Performance balancing it is to steadiness the performance in 

jobs using optimized Load Balancing Mechanism. Self-Adaptive 

Map Reduce with decision tree for pre scheduling it is to 

advance the data to load in idle slot. Finally it improves the 

performance of Map Reduce workloads. To efficiently manage 

the limited physical resources could improve the usage of both 

CPU and disk I/O resources under heterogeneous workloads. I 

proposed three provisioning polices for dynamic map reduce 

also prove my system through experiments on a real multi 

cluster. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Today’s world is going into the wild west of Data 

Management large quantity of unstructured information is called 

Big Data. Large amount of data are just generated in the last two 

years. All the data in the world was mostly generated in the last 

two years, and this accelerated trend is going to continue. All this 

new data is coming from the smart phones, social networks, 

trading platforms, machines and from different source since most 

of this data is already entered and only used to make some 

decision among the data those data’s are only used for that. 

Apache Software Founders  Lab invented the Hadoop frame work 

in that Map Reduce Programming models was use, it’s an static 

map reduce. Big data is an emerging computing and generates 

from very large set of datasets but cannot be analyzed with 

traditional computing technique earth is growing expontially for 

many reason first start retailer database, Logistics, finalize & 

health dataset there sector also capturing more data and public 

social media as vision recognition improves it additionally 

starting to become possible the complete to extract meaningful 

information from still images and videos a small smart objects go 

online big data is also being generated several area in scientific 

advancement starting to generate a mole on our own vast the well 

until recently almost unimaginable.  

 

It main characteristics big data as help many organization to 

understand people and allocate resource more effectively 

however traditional computing solution might relational database 

capable to handle dates with this magnitude. Big Data velocity 

also raises a number issues with the rate at which state was 

flowing to the real time flowing into many organization with 

stream to them in real time and delivering the can prove quite a 

finally the variety is becoming a problem because at one second 

different kinds of information are gathering into one place each 

wants to arrange proper palace where they want to keep actually 

this is the second problem the big data is facing data centers only 

have to dial with documents financial transaction stock  record 

personally files today photography ,audio, video,3d models 

complex simulation location data are being piled into may a 

corporate data silent many such big source also unstructured with 

traditional computing technique.  

 

Dynamic Map Reduce is an advance concept of an static Map 

Reduce .In static map reduce the map slot will work completely 

and then the reduce process will start to work so there is an lot of 

resource allocated for both map and reduce slot resource are 

wasted in the static map reduce .Now in the dynamic Map 

Reduce the process the commonly allocated for the map and 

reduce task resource and then the First the map task get executed 

a it will wait for an pair of system to complete the map task if the 

pair of system get completed the map task it will wait for an 

acknowledgement form Name node if the name node tell the it 

gave an acknowledgment it automatically start to perform the 

reduce task and keep the output came for it and it automatically 

find that all the map and reduce slot are performed it will move 

from one cluster to another cluster.  
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2. RELATED WORK 

 
Scheduling and Resource Allocation Optimization.  

 There are some computation scheduling and resource 

allocation Optimization work for Map Reduce jobs. [10], [9], [8], 

[7], [6] consider job ordering optimization for Map Reduce 

workloads. They model the Map Reduce as a two-stage hybrid 

flow shop with multiprocessor tasks [19], where different job 

submission orders will result in varied cluster utilization and 

system performance. However, there is an assumption that the 

execution time for map and reduce tasks for each job should be 

known in advance, which may not be available in many real-

world applications. Moreover, it is only suitable for independent 

jobs, but fails to consider those jobs with dependency, e.g., Map 

Reduce workflow. In comparison, our DHSA is not constrained 

by such assumption and can be used or any types of Map Reduce 

workloads (i.e., independent and dependent jobs). 

 

3. OVERVIEW OF SELFMOTIVE MR 

 

3.1 IMPUTATION TYPES 

 In this technique I have used the imputation hot desk 

concept to find all the missing values, while performing or 

processing the large data set it should be avoided because if we 

are processing the large dataset, while processing that file it is 

difficult to analysis whether that is the missing value or the value 

is not defined the processing will confused whether it should 

consider for an valid input or it is not defined properly. There are 

two types of imputation one is single imputation and multiple 

imputation. The single value imputation is that if the value is 

missing in since that will search for the similar contents and 

placed into the missing value and it worked as the substitute for it 

and replace the missing value in that form. There are another 

types of imputation that is multiple imputations that work with 

multiple data set and output compare with the regression. In this 

paper we will be using Decision Tree for the preprocessing the 

data set for an quality datasets. Preprocessing the dataset is 

important in the hadoop because the hadoop environment will 

work in the unstructured data so that preprocessing system is very 

import to avoid noisy and to correlated the dataset we need an 

algorithm here we are using Decision  tree for the Datasets 

Preprocessing. 

 

The main Steps of Decision Tree in Datasets Preprocessing is 

follows: 

Step1: First the Decision tree will take the input data set and it 

dived the data set into two major division: one the records 

contains the missing values and another one the records that not 

contains the missing values. 

Step2: Construct the tree by using the attributes, having missing 

values in as the class attributes 

Step-3: Assign the records of data set into an leaf node and check 

where it falls in for the tree that considers the attribute, which has 

a missing value for the record, as the class attribute. It will be 

assigned to more than one leaves if the record has more than one 

attributes with missing values  

Step-4: For the numeric missing values we need new technique 

EM algorithm and categorical missing values using majority class 

values within the leaves. 

Step5: Completely join the data set which the missing value is not 

presets. 

 

3.2 SLOT SCHEDULING  

 

 Fair scheduling is techniques of assigning resources to 

jobs, without any partial allocation it will allocate all jobs which 

we loaded in the hadoop file system get, on average outcome of 

the data set, an equal to process the share of resources over time. 

If the job which is consider as the is a single job running, that 

process or job uses will consume entire recourses and it will 

complete the job as soon as possible. For the slot scheduling we 

use the fair scheduling technique in that I work like an secular 

scheduling algorithm but it give an chance for all the resource to 

allocate and work independently here if there is an four slot 

means it will give an equal importance for all the four slot and 

make the chance to run all the four slot without giving more 

advantage for any of the resource it have in the resource 

allocation slot for the self-motive slot allocation, and it give the 

common process for an allocated environment. 

 

3.3 TIME QUANTUM PRE-SCHEDULING 

 

 TQS is one of the algorithms used by process and 

network schedulers in computing .For the particular of time the 

process will perform after the time quantum completed it 

automatically switch to an another task without any manual 

change. As the term is generally used, time sliced quantum while 

give the equal important time for all the resource required time 

.In the time quantum scheduling is consider but there is any major 

disadvantages in that if the time is over and the resource is 

remaining it will not consider it will not execute the performance 

of the resource with it and it leaves that process for the operation 

enhancement for the performance of all the resources with it 

consider as the process of it and perform the potation into that 

and show the enhancement performance. 

 

4. LOAD BALANCING MECHANISM 
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 Tens of thousands server will be working under the big 

data environment .utilization is major concern-Agility: assign ant 

server to any service with uniform high capacity among all 

servers. Load balancing mechanism is must because in the cluster 

environment if an system is idle and another system is fully 

working all should be maintained her in this paper we use fat tree 

network between aggregation. Create one big network fabric that 

supports large server to server bandwidth. Data center traffic 

patterns are highly volatile. A large number of distinctive patterns 

even in a day. Data center traffic patterns are unpredictable 

correlation between patterns very weak. Must develop a load 

balancing mechanism that is effective with unpredictable and 

volatile data center traffic. Existing load balance technique deal 

with volatility by randomization. TheMapReduce-algorithm is a 

programming model that operates on distributed, parallel 

systems. Hadoop is an implementation of this Dynamic Map 

Reduce-algorithm. Some applications may produce an imbalance 

of work on the cluster during the execution. The goal to 

implement unload-balancing algorithm in the Hadoop framework 

to sort a list of timestamps. Implemented was an algorithm. This 

algorithm gathers locally the necessary information, combines 

them and produces distribution of the data in order to avoid skew. 

In this thesis the Top Cluster-algorithm is implemented, modified 

to meet the necessary requirements and eventually tested with 

different randomly distributed data. When a running task is going 

to give up the processor it begins to work, a ready task on the 

processor is picked to context switch with it. When the processor 

has no task in its ready queue at that moment, load balancing is 

invoked. By that is we mean the idle load balancing function 

executes to migrate a task from some other processor and thus 

prevents the processor from going idle. it automatically switch for 

an idle process and begin to work. it mainly used to avoid the 

skew in the cluster environment. 

 

5. ARCHITECTURE OF SELF MOTIVE MAP 

REDUCE 

 

 Fig. 1 shows that the architecture of self-motive map 

reduces. The architecture so that the map and reduce task are 

simultaneously working concurrently as per the self-motive slot 

allocation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Architecture of Self motive Map reduce 

 

6. TASK ON MAP 

 

 A map task that to a specific job will read the data and 

split which is a portion of the input file from HDFS. Its started 

the execution in the following ways: Map Runner reads a 

(key_word, input value) pair from the assigned split in HDFS 

using Record Reader and from there it’s applies the User-defined 

map function to the pair. After the files are files are spited by the 

HDFS. The map process start from the first system and it 

automatically it will move on the further system. After processing 

one pair, the map task outputs the result to a fixed-size buffer. If 

the buffer is overflow it will apply a quick-sort to the full buffer 

first and then store the content of the buffer to a spill file so the 

buffer becomes empty and can therefore receive more results. 

Listed the documents are given as an input to the system and the 

word count in documents: 

 

<Generic Templete for Mapper slot> 

Mapper (String name_doc, String 

document_con): 

  name_doc: document name 

  document_con: document contents 

  for each word w in document: 

    emit (w, 1) 

 

This process will take place repeatedly until all records are used 

up. if the two system are completed it map task automatically it 

set the status that for an pair of system the map task is completed 

and it will automatically start to allocate the resource for the 

reduce slot it will wait for an acknowledgement from the name 

node Map task merges all the spills on the disk into a sort file and 

stores it to the local file system as well as a corresponding index 
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file referring to that data file. Task Tracker will ask for a new task 

from Job Tracker as soon as this map task finishes and releases a 

slot. 

 

7. TASK ON REDUCES 

 

 A reduce task will start until a portion of map tasks 

belonging to the same job finish and commit their output to local 

disk. A reduce task execution is divided into three phases. the 

reduce task will start after receiving an acknowledgement from 

the name node to be start the reduce task it will start performing 

the reduce task and after completing the reduce task it will wait to 

shift from one cluster to another cluster if the second cluster is 

very busy and it needs more node to performed for map and 

reduce task. 

 

The map task has completed and now the reduce task start to 

reduce the output of the map task and obtained the value required 

as output: 

<Generic Template for Mapper slot> 

reducer (String word_doc, Iterator partial 

Counts): 

  word_doc: a word 

  partial Counts: a list of aggregated 

partial counts 

  sum = 0 

  for each pc in partialCounts: 

    sum += ParseInt(pc) 

  emit (word_doc, sum) 

 

In the shuffle phase reduce task fetches a specific partition of 

every map task output using HTTPS request and puts them into 

memory first. If the memory is full it automatically will apply 

merge sort the memory and output the result to a temporary file. 

After all partition is fetched, reduce task enters the sort phase 

where it sorts all sorted files stored in memory or disk using 

merge sort grouping all records to the same key together. The 

reduce phase applies the user-defined reduce function to each key 

and the set of values belonging to the same key. 

 

<Generic put in the pools of common 

resources Allocation> 

Check for an condition whether the pair of 

system completed the map task 

 

If(map task==completed) 

Call function Reduce (thread pair system); 

Else  

Function Map per is 

    input_doc: Value R1 between 1 and 1000, 

representing a batch of 1 million 

scientific. Persons records 

    for each scientific. person record in 

the R1 batch do 

        let Y be the person's age 

        let N be the number of contacts the 

person has 

        produce one output record (Y,(N,1)) 

    repeat 

end function 

 

check whether the all the reduce are 

performed to switch from the cluster 

if(reduce 

task==complete&&num_node==complete) 

Switch from C1 to C2 

Function Reducer is 

    Input: age (in years) S 

    For each input record (S,(N,C)) do 

        Combined in S the sum of N*C 

        Combined in Cnew the sum of C 

    repeat 

    let A be S/Cnew 

    produce one output record (S,(A,Cnew)) 

end function 

 

In this algorithm the map and reduce task are performed 

dynamically the commonly the resource is allocated for an map 

and reduce task in common pools here the process start with the 

input file the input file is spitted into multiple part that are mainly 

performed by an hadoop framework and it has by an hadoop 

framework to be started then if the spitted data will be given to 

the system and it is equally shared. Initialized the Map per and 

Reducer code: The "Map Reduce code" designates Map and 

Reduce, assigns the input key value R1 that each processor would 

work on, and provides that processor with all the input data 

associated with that key value and if the pair of the map task is 

completed the reduce task will automatically called and it begin 

to reduce the output from the map system. "Shuffling data" the 

Map output to the Reduce code – the Map Reduce system 

designates Map & educe processors simultaneously according to 

the query and resource that are required, assigns the R2 key value 

each processor should work on, and provides that processor with 

all the Map-generated data associated with that key value. Finally 

the output will display. Fig. 2 shows that the dynamic MR and 

self-motive MR.  
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Fig.2 Dynamic MR vs Self motive MR 

 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
 This paper proposes a Self motive MR framework 

aiming to improve the performance of MR ad also managing the 

load balancing which will overcome the problem while scaling 

and also adaptive slot allocation technique to switch from one 

cluster to another cluster. In future enhanced this project with 

Pipelining and Streaming Framework. 
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